Sum-of-Squared-Error:
Introduction: Differential Power Analysis in a Nutshell
The DPA (Differential Power Analysis) Problem Given measurements i i i n (n ∈ {1, . . . , N}) while the crypto device computes function f k 0 with random inputs x n : Does a statistics prove significant differences of the measurements according to a partitioning function g (f k (x n ))? 
Introduction: Collision Analysis in a Nutshell
The CA (Collision Analysis) Problem
Given measurements i i i n (n ∈ {1, . . . , N}) while the crypto device computes the many-to-one function f k 0 with random inputs x n :
Does a statistics prove high similarity of measurements with two inputs x i = x j ? Requirement
The DCA (Differential Cluster Analysis) Problem
Does a cluster criterion function prove the existence of clusters of measurements according to partitioning function f k (x n )? 1 For each subkey hypothesis k: 
